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HEALTHY PUBLIC POLICY ACHIEVEMENTS

• PUBLIC HEALTH POLICIES INCLUDING HEALTH PROMOTION, 2016-2025. (CONSENSUSED WITH THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS).

• LAW THAT ADOPTS MEASURES TO CONTROL TOBACCO AND ITS HARMFUL EFFECTS ON HEALTH.

• LAW THAT REGulates EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN.

• LAW THAT TYPES FEMALE AND VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN.

• LAW WHICH ESTABLISHES THE OPPORTUNITY EQUIPMENT FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES.

• LAW ESTABLISHING THE NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE PREVENTION AND INTEGRAL CONTROL OF NON-TRANSMISSIBLE DISEASES AND THEIR RISK FACTORS.
• LAW THAT GUARANTEES THE HEALTH AND EDUCATION OF THE PREGNANT ADOLESCENT

• LAW ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND ABUSE OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

• LAW FOR THE INTEGRAL APPROACH OF SEXUAL TRANSMISSION INFECTIONS AND HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS, WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF CIVIL SOCIETY AND PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS, 2008

• PANAMA WAS CHOSEN TO THE FIRST VICE PRESIDENCY OF THE CONFERENCES OF THE PARTIES TO THE WHO FRAMEWORK CONVENTION TO CONTROL TOBACCO, 2016-2018

• NATIONAL PLAN FOR THE CONTROL OF TOBACCO IN PANAMA. QUINQUENAL, 2014-2018
PROSPECTS

• EXECUTIVE DECREE THAT REGULATES THE OFFER OF FOOD IN KIOSKS AND SCHOOL COFFEE SHOPS. (HEALTH-EDUCATION)

• ADAPTATION AND MODIFICATION OF THE HIV AND AIDS LAW GIVEN THE INCREASE OF HIV, AIDS CASES IN ALL POPULATION GROUPS IN THE COUNTRY

• LAW THAT REGULATES RESEARCH FOR HEALTH
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

• TECHNICAL MEETINGS (MAYOR, GOVERNOR AND REPRESENTATIVES)

• PRIVATE COMPANIES, PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS - AUTONOMAS AND SEMI AUTONOMAS

• UNIVERSITIES

• INTERSECTORAL COMMITTEES

• HEALTH COMMITTEES
STRENGTHENING AND POTENTIALITIES, INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE SKILLS

- REGIONAL TEACHING UNITS
- COMMUNICATION TOOLS
WEB PAGE: www.minsa.gob.pa
And
SOCIAL NETWORKS

Facebook @minsapnma

Twitter @MINSA_Panama

Youtube MINSAPANAMA
GRACIAS
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